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Lippincott Nursing Procedures
2022-03-14

confidently provide best practices in patient care with the newly updated lippincott nursing procedures 9th edition more
than 400 entries offer detailed evidence based guidance on procedures ranging from the most basic patient care to
assisting with intricate surgeries the alphabetical organization allows you to quickly look up any procedure by name and
benefit from the clear concise step by step direction of nursing experts whether you re a nursing student are new to
nursing or are a seasoned practitioner this is your go to guide to the latest in expert care and positive outcomes

The Lippincott Manual of Nursing Practice
2001

in addition to comprehensive coverage of the four areas of nursing medical surgical maternal newborn pediatrics and
psychiatric mental health the seventh edition of this classic reference book features a variety of useful updates new to this
edition is an appendix of vitamins and herbs necessary for dealing with patients who treat themselves with popular dietary
supplements also unique to this edition are an increased emphasis on home care drug alerts standards of care and
additional patient teaching information that includes complementary therapies popular features including procedure
guidelines nursing alerts and gerontologic alerts have been expanded new illustrations appear throughout

Stedman's Medical Terminology
2010-11-04

lead your students to success with the name you trust stedman s medical terminology steps to success in medical language
is a mid level medical terminology text perfect for instructors looking for minimal coverage of anatomy and physiology and
plenty of hands on exercises to reinforce learning each chapter alternates between term presentation and exercises to
ensure that students can apply what they have learned immediately throughout the text exercises progress in a meaningful
way from recall and review to word building to comprehension and finally to application and analysis through the use of
real world case study and medical record exercises this approach allows the student to actively see their knowledge
building and to connect what they are learning to real life context a robust realistic and relevant art program enhances the
text especially for visual learners a full suite of ancillaries including videos and animations is available for both students
and instructors

Lippincott Illustrated Reviews
2018

publisher s note products purchased from 3rd party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality authenticity or
access to any online entitlements included with the product lippincott nursing procedures 8e is a start to finish guide to
more than 400 nursing procedures from basic to advanced this reference outlines every procedure lists equipment details
each step and includes rationales and cautions to ensure patient safety and positive outcomes concise clear content targets
key information needed to perform nursing procedures safely and accurately at the bedside tips alerts checklists
illustrations and tables provide clarity and quick access to key procedural information organized alphabetically for easy
accessibility the book includes basic and advanced procedures on key topics including infection control specimen collection
physical treatments drug administration iv therapy and hemodynamic monitoring as well as procedures related to body
systems such as chest tubes peripheral nerve stimulation and intra abdominal pressure monitoring

Lippincott Nursing Procedures
2018-10-05

publisher s note products purchased from 3rd party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality authenticity or
access to any online entitlements included with the product widely praised for its clear and consistent organization
abundant illustrations and emphasis on clinical applications clinical anatomy by regions delivers the user friendly features
and expert perspectives that have made the textbook one of the top teaching and learning resources for those seeking
insights into the practical application of anatomy ideal for medical dental allied health and nursing programs this book
guides students through the fundamentals of human anatomy explaining the how and why behind each structure and
offering readers the hands on guidance they need to make sound clinical choices organized by body region from surface to
deep structures this new edition features updated design and layout allowing for a shorter more focused text enhanced
color illustrations and art program to facilitate visual learning basic clinical anatomy sections with essential information on
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gross anatomic structures of clinical significance chapter objectives that focus students on material most important to their
preparedness for the patient encounter clinical notes highlighting the clinical importance of anatomical information
embryologic notes with insight on developmental anatomy numerous examples of clinical images to support the text
surface anatomy sections explaining surface landmarks of important structures online e book and interactive question bank

Clinical Anatomy by Regions
2011-11

the second edition of tnm staging atlas with oncoanatomy has been updated to include all new cancer staging information
from the seventh edition of the ajcc cancer staging manual the atlas presents cancer staging in a highly visual rapid
reference format with clear full color diagrams and tnm stages by organ site the illustrations are three dimensional three
planar cross sectional presentations of primary anatomy and regional nodal anatomy they show the anatomic features
identifiable on physical and or radiologic examination and the anatomic extent of cancer spread which is the basis for
staging a color code indicates the spectrum of cancer progression at primary sites t and lymph node regions n the text then
rapidly reviews metastatic spread patterns and their incidence for this edition ct or mri images have been added to all site
specific chapters to further detail cancer spread and help plan treatment staging charts have been updated to reflect
changes in ajcc guidelines and survival curves from ajcc have been added

TNM Staging Atlas with Oncoanatomy
2013-01-30

fundamental anatomy presents essential human anatomy and embryology in a readable and well illustrated concise text
written in narrative form this reader friendly textbook provides the conceptual framework that will help students master
the structure and function of human anatomy using a systems based approach fundamental anatomy emphasizes
organizational and development and insightfully integrates embryology for a more thorough understanding of adult gross
anatomy a companion website offers the book s fully searchable online text

Fundamental Anatomy
2008

a respected authority revised for today s changing health care environment maternal child health nursing 9th edition
presents maternal newborn and child health care not as two separate disciplines but as a continuum of knowledge using a
nursing process framework this proven text applies a clear easy to understand approach and wide range of built in
learning aids to help you master essential concepts and skills for success in this ever changing and increasingly important
field

Maternal & Child Health Nursing
2022-03

this comprehensive go to volume features cutting edge discussion of the emergency department management of mental
health patients

Behavioral Emergencies for the Emergency Physician
2013-03-21

listed as the 1 reference book for hypertension by the american society for hypertension in 2006 this new edition presents
up to date practical evidence based recommendations for treatment and prevention of all forms of hypertension

Kaplan's Clinical Hypertension
2010

haematology nursing is a comprehensive handbook with a nursing focus on the care and management of patients with
haematological disorders divided into four sections the first provides an introduction to haematology looking at
haemopoiesis immunology and genetics section two covers non malignant haematology including anaemia
haemoglobinopathies and haemochromatosis section three explores the pathophysiology care and management of
myeloproliferative and lymphoproliferative disorders including leukaemia myeloma and lymphoma the final section
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provides information on various nursing care interventions including blood transfusion venous access devices and palliative
care aimed principally at nurses working in a variety of settings including haematology oncology wards medical
haematology wards specialist bone marrow transplant centres and community settings haematology nursing is an essential
and much needed reference guide

HIVAIDS Care & Counselling
2008

an outstanding resource for students and practicing nurses the ninth edition of lippincott s manual of psychiatric nursing
care plans contains 52 nursing care plans that address the most commonly encountered behaviors in psychiatric mental
health nursing an excellent tool to introduce students to clinical psychiatric experience the manual demonstrates use of the
nursing process in psychiatric nursing and gives suggestions for specific interventions with rationale to address particular
behaviors giving the student a sound basis on which to build clinical skills covering a range of problems and a variety of
approaches the care plans are meant to be adapted and individualized in planning nursing care for each client the ninth
edition has been thoroughly updated and includes new information on complementary and alternative medicine and using
the internet as well as new or expanded appendices on psychopharmacology side effects of medications and related
nursing interventions and schizoid histrionic narcissistic and avoidant personality disorders

Haematology Nursing
2012-03-06

aquatic fitness is not just for older adults or those with physical limitations water exercise is a proven fitness activity that is
challenging and fun for all age groups and abilities it offers reduced impact options for group exercise small group fitness
and personal training as the primary preparation resource for the certification exam of the aquatic exercise association aea
aquatic fitness professional manual seventh edition is the most comprehensive resource to help you design and lead
effective exercise sessions in the pool with contributions from 17 industry experts you will learn how to energize your
teaching with techniques and programs based on many popular fitness formats such as kickboxing yoga body sculpting
pilates walking and jogging circuits intervals and sport specific training you ll also find updated research on shallow and
deep water exercise as well as new and revised content on the following specialty equipment such as bikes treadmills and
gym stations intended for the aquatic environment the latest interval training techniques including hiit and tabata water
safety guidelines aquatics recommendations from organizations such as the arthritis foundation and the national
osteoporosis foundation nutrition and weight management guidance that reflects the 2015 2020 dietary guidelines for
americans business and legal insights on compliance with insurance music licensing and the americans with disabilities act
ada in addition the aquatic fitness professional manual covers basic exercise science concepts including exercise anatomy
and physiology the text reviews injuries emergencies and working with special populations for those preparing for the aea
aquatic fitness professional certification exam you ll find a detailed glossary and index along with review questions at the
conclusion of each chapter to help you study nowhere else will you find the fitness applications and comprehensive
programming you need in one convenient resource the aquatic fitness professional manual contains essential foundational
information on the components of physical fitness group fitness teaching techniques and the aea standards and guidelines
expand your teaching and career opportunities by cultivating the critical skills for leading safe enjoyable and effective
aquatic exercise programs

Lippincott's Manual of Psychiatric Nursing Care Plans
2013

this study guide is designed to accompany the ninth edition of roach s introductory clinical pharmacology

Essentials of Oral Pathology
2019-03-31

now in its ninth edition this comprehensive all in one textbook covers the basic lpn lvn curriculum and all content areas of
the nclex pn coverage includes anatomy and physiology nursing process growth and development nursing skills and
pharmacology as well as medical surgical maternal neonatal pediatric and psychiatric mental health nursing the book is
written in a student friendly style and has an attractive full color design with numerous illustrations tables and boxes
bound in multimedia cd roms include audio pronunciations clinical simulations videos animations and a simulated nclex pn
exam this edition s comprehensive ancillary package includes curriculum materials powerpoint slides lesson plans and a
test generator of nclex pn style questions
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Aquatic Fitness Professional Manual
2017-10-17

level 2 highly dependent patients are nursed in a variety of clinical areas high dependency nursing care has been written
for pre qualified and post qualified students undertaking modules and placements to prepare them for nursing the acutely
ill and nurses caring for these patients written by a team of nurses experienced in providing supporting and developing
high dependency care it discusses practical issues and explores the current evidence base for clinical practice this
essential textbook covers the context of care with chapters on fundamental aspects such as sleep nutrition pain
management and stress it goes on to look at the main causes of critical illness and the treatments often given as well as the
skills necessary for monitoring patients completely updated throughout this second edition also includes new chapters on
infection control heart failure tissue removal and transferring the sicker patient high dependency nursing care is
comprehensive it covers all the key areas of knowledge needed user friendly it includes learning outcomes introductions
time out exercises implications for practice useful websites and up to date references clearly written by a team of
experienced nurses practically based clinical scenarios provide stimulating discussion and revision topics

Study Guide to Accompany Roach's Introductory Clinical Pharmacology
2009-10-01

written by nurses experienced in providing supporting and developing high dependency care high dependency nursing
care discusses practical issues and explores the current evidence base for clinical practice completely updated throughout
this second edition also includes new chapters on infection control heart failure tissue removal and transferring the sicker
patient

Textbook of Basic Nursing
2008

this issue of the neurologic clinics is dedicated to the cerebellum and includes articles on its functional neuroanatomy and
different cerebellar pathologies among the various reviews contained in this issue there are two particularly unique
articles devoted to the role of the cerebellum in human cognition and psychiatric diseases other topics include the
cerebellum and sleep toxic metabolic nutritional and medicinal induced disorders of cerebellum multiple sclerosis and the
cerebellum and infections of the cerebellum among others

High Dependency Nursing Care
2009-06-04

in the nearly 60 years since watson and crick proposed the double helical structure of dna the molecule of heredity waves
of discoveries have made genetics the most thrilling field in the sciences the study of genes and genomics today explores
all aspects of the life with relevance in the lab in the doctor s office in the courtroom and even in social relationships in this
helpful guidebook one of the most respected and accomplished human geneticists of our time communicates the
importance of genes and genomics studies in all aspects of life with the use of core concepts and the integration of
extensive references this book provides students and professionals alike with the most in depth view of the current state of
the science and its relevance across disciplines bridges the gap between basic human genetic understanding and one of
the most promising avenues for advances in the diagnosis prevention and treatment of human disease includes the latest
information on diagnostic testing population screening predicting disease susceptibility pharmacogenomics and more
explores ethical legal regulatory and economic aspects of genomics in medicine integrates historical classical genetics
approach with the latest discoveries in structural and functional genomics

High Dependency Nursing Care
2009-06-04

it is possible and reasonable to challenge even the name of our species still called sapiens and to change this generic name
which was done by the carol linnaeus with about 240 years ago we consider that it is necessary a redefining of species
sapiens through another refreshment in renaming the species sapiens as homo bipaedismus kultur evolution hb ke in the
latin german version or homo bipaedismus culture evolution hb ce through the latin english version let s see and read the
reasons of such a challenging and changing of the name of our sapiens species sapientologist
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Handbook of the Hospital Corps
1959

actualización de cada uno de los capítulos por reconocidos endocrinólogos capítulo de glándula tiroides totalmente
renovado con más de ciento cuarenta páginas abarca de manera amplia y profunda todos los temas de la especialidad
enriquecido con tablas y dibujos esquemáticos para mejor comprensión

Handbook of the Hospital Corps, United States Navy
1959

this issue of medical clinics of north america provides the latest essential updates on thyroid disorders and diseases topics
covered include the following thyroid synthesis and physiology hyperthyroidism hypothyroidism thyroid nodules goiter
differentiated thyroid cancer subacute silent and postpartum thyroiditis thyroid and pregnancy thyroid and the elderly
medications and thyroid hormones thyroid and the heart thyroid and lipids and graves ophthalmology

Cerebellar Disease, An Issue of Neurologic Clinics,
2014-11-07

it would be possible to challenge the cell biology through a cell philosophy by re thinking the cell as a lively being and
subsequently to change the cell itself into a being into a lively being called cellular being our ambition our enterprise our
philosophical and biological ambitions is encouraged by the huge development of cell and molecular biology in the last
decades of the second millennium and the first two decades of the third millennium through the philosophy of cell through
the philosophy of genetic code contained into the dna of its physiology and pathology is enriched thus the self reflection
about the living planetary system into which the cell itself in its uni cellularity or multi cellularity has been the oldest living
being der älteste lebendigen dasein cell is the being itself whatever in its uni cellularity as prokaryote or eukaryote as
unicellular organism or pluricellular ones whatever in fungi in plants or animals in its physiological conditions or
physiopathological ones being then the basic substratum of all living system in the last of ca about four billions years then
once again it is not important the words into which the books are written or into which the words are expressed through
their morphology or dys morphology but the idea or ideas behind them towards a re thinking of a concept o logical biology
as a revalorization of life itself umwertung aller lebendigewerte within the uniqueness of our blue planet system the
science of astronomy the science of cosmology of geology of biology are addressing not only to the readers whatever they
are in the world but primarily to the bipolarity of readers thinkers as the evolutionary development of the word of reader to
the concept of thinker both intertwined into a conceptological field of creators through which myself is correlated into the
triad reader thinker creator cellularologist

Human Genes and Genomes
2012-05-21

in order to know myself better gnothi seauton i have to descend into the strongholds of meditation of pondering and of
wise silencing in order to know myself better gnothi seauton i have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me in
order to know myself better gnothi seauton i have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me ultimately in order
to know ourself better of what is known of what is uncertain and of what is unknown must be the duty triad in every school
in every college or university of all those who are trying the ontological jump in our species still called sapiens
encylopaedist

REDEFINING SAPIENS
2018-12-03

in order to know myself better gnothi seauton i have to descend into the strongholds of meditation of pondering and of
wise silencing by using primordially the rationalist crafts of human thinking in order to know myself better gnothi seauton i
have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me by re making a field of rational inquiry therein in order to know
myself better gnothi seauton i have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me by re setting myself through the
craftiness of rational worthy ultimately in order to know ourselves better as species sapiens of what is known of what is
uncertain and of what is unknown inside us could be the duty triad in every school in every college or university of all those
who are trying the ontological jump in our species towards the jump of up sapiens rationalist
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Endocrinología, 7a Ed.
2012-01-01

in order to know myself better gnothi seauton i have to descend into the strongholds of meditation of pondering and of
wise silencing by wishing to reach the realm of transcendent wisdom in order to know myself better gnothi seauton i have
to know what is uncertain around me and inside me by following the rules of sudden enlightenment and gradual
enlightenment in order to know myself better gnothi seauton i have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me
by looking always in the mirror of myself ultimately in order to know ourselves better of what is known of what is uncertain
and of what is unknown must be the duty triad in every school in every college or university of all those who are trying the
ontological jump in our species symbolized by the highest knowledge through rational enlightenment buddhalogis

Thyroid Disorders and Diseases, An Issue of Medical Clinics - E-Book
2012-04-11

to underline the ernst klenk symposium 32 which was held at the university of cologne germany in december 08 10 2016
through a book better says through a booklet for the reading on amazon kdp format on line under the address amazon com
augustin ostace it was primarily to undergone all triad of manifestations namely the corpus of amphitheater with its video
presentation 33 in total then the whole poster abstract books 55 in total and the rich of partners in researching about 20 in
total and not to number the industrial sponsors about 17 of the whole manifestation no one must be omitted even though
the world of researching has many many overlooking as such when the widespread of the laboratory and clinical research
in medicine a truly storm in the last years will be intertwined with the vastness of the theoretical and encyclopedically
search and research of the era of philosophical systems thought and written by myself another step ahead will be done into
the advancement of the treatment of some dramatic diseases hitting the human condition the oncologic syndrome diseases
it must be added that the basic triad of the universe space time causality never disappears wherever in black hole black
energy or black matte while on the other hand the basic triad present in human life truth reality causality never ever
disappear whatever in sound or pathologic conditions medicine encyclopedist

CELLULAR BEING
2018-11-19

seven battles ums sapiens in order for a better understanding of the history of the world first of all one must understand
and analyzed the history of our self as individuality as community as nation and even species without any fear in front of
sapiens what battles have you carry on what hopes have you aimed what achievements could be counted what defeats have
you recorded one can read out in the book lex sapiens in order to a better comprehension of the history of the peoples first
of all one must check out and analyses the history of the others into which realities they are striving on into which
difficulties they are fighting on through which disappointments they are going through what kind of enjoyments they are
meeting jusgentium sapiens in order to a better learning or recognition or discernment of what kind of evolutionary forces
and revolutionary determinations has modelled our species homo sapiens its interrelations within the genus homo hominid
family and order primates race sapiens in order to a better cognition or enlightenment of our world of technology life on
line internet society spying forces or eavesdropping of communications cybersapiens in order to a better apprehension or
grasping human transcendence of faith of religions of denominations of fighting of inter faith of self responsibility of
religious wars of destroying terrorism theos sapiens in order to a better schooling wisdom of ideologies and doctrines
throughout times since antiquity up to now politikon sapiens in order for a better judgement a better degree of
involvement into de difficulties of the present world analyzed as a wholeness of our species homo sapiens regarding the
huge states deficits huge rates of unemployment particularly in youth generations increasing in ageing through dys
productivity or social systems pushed into area of irrationalities or in authenticity oekonomicus sapiens or oikos sapiens in
order to be in pace with the exponential development of digital technology of our internet web times of our on line era in
creating a conceptology of the cyber era by naming directly the heroes of the email addresses is envisioned the book
philosophy of emailing

KUNG-FU MASTER
2018-07-27

the title in itself is intended to be an encouragement of our ethics commission of the united states congress to which was
addressed a petition about a year ago january 2017 regarding the misusing and abusing of the concept of race in regarding
species sapiens genus gattung homo in our american constitution it is in some way understandable that the human history
including the history of the american people has had in its entirety many white links throughout its genesis phases
throughout its evolutionary and devolutionary periods and throughout its controversial becoming and fulfillments but to
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persist in a such dramatic controversial field of different race within species sapiens genus homo hominid family order
primate class mammalia phylum stamm vertebrata kingdom animalia despite of all anthropological physiological and
genetically advancements in the last 50 years including human genom project is a dangerous disregarding of all scientific
arguments which are supporting beyond of any doubt that the species sapiens is a species without different races within
sapientologist

REASON & RATIONALIST
2018-08-03

if alma mater bistricensis amb will become reality then and only then the human spirit could become a holy symbol for the
human itself by embodying thus the spirit of antiquity homo res sacra homini if alma mater bistricensis amb will be raised
through rational obstinacy then the destiny of the bistritzburg siebenbürgen could write a line into the presentity of times
nulla dies sine linea if even the books themselves have their destiny habent sua fata libelli then also the alma mater
bistricensis amb must have its destiny through book researching through book knowledge by reitering thus the sacred
thinking through which the science itself is power scientia potestas historiologist

TRANSCENDENT WISDOM
2018-07-23

maybe through logos and through account or through proportions or rational faculty or through proportion to arise another
reason to the ontology i e the logos of the study of being as such i e to the existence in its metaphysical equivalency could
be thus by trying to understand and re understand to define and re define to think and to re think to assure and re assure
the whole of greek essence upon which has been grounded the whole of the european history would be the whole european
philosophy and the whole european science art culture and civilisation to be found and re found within the basic network
of greek s concepts whatever in philosophy mythology theology science technology art language alphabet or psychology an
underlying organizational principle of the history of europe as a common meaning in the last 2500 years have been the
universe of greeks concepts or greek conceptology or greek conceptologicum the account for true essence into european
history for the true knowledge of european history as the most active force within the european history our booklet called
greek ontology is trying at least in part to give an answer to a such endeavours of european civilisation greek ontologist

THEORETICAL SYMPOSIUM
2018-11-29

to wicky the prince a truly pre being embryo of the life and of the hope of our species homo sapiens thru which every child
of our species is deserving the sameness rights and duties in studying and working overall in the world following the rules
and constitution over countries and union of countries in this way theoretical embryology wants to be and become hymn
and ode of the human creativity in renaissance and enlightenment of what is proud and beauty in everyone s theoretical
embryologist

PHILOSOPHY OF EMAILING
2019-01-02

a hard dialectical conversation between a clinician in practical oncology and a theoretician of the philosophical
onccologicum it is pragmatism versus idealism or the battlefield between the physician of the hippocratic oath and the
metaphysician of the platonic eidos why this title or belittled through the apparently same term in oncology but written
into a dissimilarity form onccology onkkologie is it a confrontation between english terminology and the german one or a
synthesis between the two like in denglish could be this terrible human tumor defeated through a counter tumor tumor cell
to be annihilated through an anti tumor cell a cancer cell defeated through an anti tumor cell could the classical concept to
give birth to the anti concept alternatively classical terminology to give birth to anti terminology to such questions our
endeavor book is trying to give an answer at least in a theoretical form and expression onccologist onkkologist

RACE & ETHIC’S SAPIENS
2019-01-09

before knowing myself better it is necessary to know my species sapiens to whom i belong in my entirety but my species
sapiens belongs at its row to the genus or gattung homo anthropos by enlisting here homo habilis homo ergaster homo
erectus homo heidelbergensis homo neanderthal whom i should know them at least in their generality moreover one ought
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know the hominid family orangutan chimpanzee bonobo then order primate class mammals phylum vertebrata kingdom
animals domain multi cellular genesis of sapiens must be accompanied by the genesis of life on our planetary system with
genesis of solar system of milky way galaxy and genesis of the universe is it this endeavor a sapient o mania not at all it is
an encyclopedic and interdisciplinary reality of our species sapiens nothing more nothing less but in which way would be
possible to change the whole of sapiens into a shooting star species possible but reporting the sapiens to sapiens itself
done through a philosophical system of the whole species let s reiterate that nothing in sapiens makes sense except in the
light of creativity more than that there is no species owner sapienseigentÜmer through sapientologization will be reached
out the greatest overdrive in additional speed of knowledge episteme and creativity noesis of the whole sapiens throughout
of its development in the last 50 000 years almost every human being wants to know primarily of where she he comes from
who is she he and where she he goes almost every man would like to know who is her his ancestors are and who will be her
his offspring almost every human being would like to know how was the origin of humankind its past its present existence
and to found out to foresee in advance its possible future by observing and researching the nature of human it was taught
that without ancestors without preceding branches no offspring would arise through the discovery of the laws of nature it
has been found or found that the theory of evolution contradicts almost all of the myths of creation of religions and of
theologies through the sciences of biology of anthropology and sapientology the man had ascertained their kinship with the
human beings by calling himself as wisdom man as intelligent being as creative being or homo sapiens with this biological
name homo in connection with the self given artificial names of sapiens by intelligence the humanity development
recognizes many creations and achievements in art in technology in science in civilizations in partial prosperity in the
treatment of epidemic diseases in prolongation of average lifespan by admitting also many catastrophic results of wild
behaviors as wars as civilizations destroying or as illegal migration as religious fanaticism and terrorism sapiens through
sapientologist

ALMA MATER SAPIENSIS - HISTORIOLOGY
2017-05-11

it is usually said that the culture is the nature of man kultur ist natur des menschen but we must accept volens nolens that
the book is the essence of human culture das buch ist die wessentlich der kultur des menschen upon this assumption we
must accept that the neuron is the basic anatomical structure of the entire nervous system of all inervated living systems of
the biology culminating in human through its neo cortex system as the highly abstract development of an abstract
representation existing in singularity at least up to date within the knowing universe our endeavour is trying in a
reconnection between neuron of biology with the neo cortex of human ontology in a synthesis that is done upon a triad of
philosophical schools like those of rationalist philosophy of empiricist philosophy and of idealist philosophy nonetheless for
this extremely complex philosophy endeavour will be used ideas and concepts belonging to the materialist and idealist of
greek philosophy to those of oriental philosophy of hinduism buddhism and jainism of india and taoism confucianism and
ch an ism of china moreover will be some references to the ideas and concepts from different religions of human being
namely those of egyptean religions mesopotamian religions then those of judaism christianity and islam religions then to
those belonging to the persian religion of zoroastrism of manicheism and of shintoism cortexologis

GREEK ONTOLOGY
2018-12-06

Theoretical Embryology
2017-05-18

ONCCOLOGY & ONKKOLOGIE
2018-10-29

GENESIS & SAPIENS
2018-12-22
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NEURON & CORTEXOLOGIST
2018-09-03
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